An algorithm for computing exactly a general solution to a system of linear equations with coefficients that are polynomials over the integers is presented. The algorithm applies mod-p mappings and then evaluation mappings, eventually solving linear systems of equations with coefficients in GF(p) by a special Gaussian elimination algorithm. Then by applying interpolation and the Chinese Remainder Theorem a general solution is obtained.
The problem of computing exactly a solution to a system of linear equations with coefficients in some integral domain is an old one. One of the earlier methods for solving this problem is called the exact division method, described in [BOE59] and [FOL64] for the ring of integers I. This method has been described (see [COGTi] ) for finding a solution to the matrix equation AX=B, when A is m by n and B is m by q, both with elements that are integers or are multivariate polynomials over the integers, that is, in l [Xl,...,Xs] . Given a norm v on l[Xl,... ,Xs] , let U(C,nl,...,n s) denote the set of all S ~ l[Xl,...,Xs] for which v(S) < c and the degree of S in x i is at most ni, for i S i -< s.
Similarly, U(c) is defined for a norm v on I. Also, if W is a matrix over I or l [Xl,...,Xs] and, in fact, over U(c) or U(C,nl,...,ns) , we denote this by W E ~9%(U(c)) and W ~ ~?I(U(C,nl, ... ,ns)), respectively. The computing time obtained . qhe first treats the more general case in which rank(A) < m. No computing times are analyzed. The related problem of determinant calculation for a square matrix of univariate polynomials over the integers has been considered in [COG71] . The method described is based on the use of mod-p and evaluation homomorphisms. In this paper, a method is presented, based on the use of mod-p mappings and evaluation mappings, for obtaining a general solution to the matrix equation AX=B, where A is nonzero, and both A and B are in ~ ( I ) or in ~_(l[x I .... ,Xs]). The average computing time for this method is found to be s o(rS+2m(n+q) (log re). (H.Sm=l(ni+l))" (log re + ~i=l(ni + i) ) + n 2),for s > 0. Clearly, the method of mod-p and evaluation mappings is superior to the exact division method.
In the analysis of Section 7, the following notation will be needed. That is, if D is a matrix whose elements are polynomials over GF(p), hence, in GF(p) [xl,...,Xs] , and if the degrees of the D(i,j) in 
nk)).
A sketch of the following sections is given. In Section 2, some basic concepts concerning matrices over an arbitrary integral domain are discussed and a mapping P on these matrices defined. In Section 3, the commutativity of the mapping P with certain induced mappings is examined. Mod-p maDpings and the Chinese Remainder Theorem are discussed in Section 4 and in Section 5 evaluation mappiI~s and interpolation are treated.
Modular and value representations are also discussed. In Section 6, an algorithm for Gaussian elimination is presented and certain properties derived. Finally, in Section 7, algorithms for the method of mod-p and evaluation mappings for obtaining a general solution to the matrix equation AX=B are presented and analyzed. There is also a brief description of a method of mod-p and evaluation mappings for computing matrix products. Many of the proofs not included in this paper appear in [MCM71] and appropriate references are given in these cases.
Section 2. Matrices Over An Integral Domain
Let ~ be an arbitrary integral domain and ~(.~ ) denote the set of all matrices over ~ . Let A be an m by n matrix in ~[(@ ). The rows of A are denoted by Ai,A2,...,A m and the elements of the ith row by A(i,l),A(i,2),...,A(i,n). Let i I ..... i s and Jl' ""'Jt' 1 _< s _< m and 1 -< t -< n, be sequences of inintegers such that 1 _< i k _< m and 1 _< Jh -< n, for 1 _< k _< s and 1 -< h £ t. %he s by t matrix B such that B(h,k) = A(ih,Jk) is denoted by Thus, ~ c C and ~o C C and so > is a wellordering of~ and ~ . We can extend > to a wellordering of "9 x ~ in the obvious way. For any two elements (J,I) ~nd (K,H) of ~ x ~ , we have (K,H) > (J,l) if and only if either K~ J, or K = J and H > I. We now define for a matrix A ¢ ~(@ ) elements JA ~ ~ and I A s @ , which are uniquely determined by A. Let A be an m by n nonzero matrix in ~I(@) of rank r and let Mj = [ l'2,"''m] i < j < n, thematrix consisting of A 1,2,... ,j ' --the first J col~ns of A. For i i h i r, let Jh be the least integer j: I ! j ~ n such that rank(Mj) : h. Defining JA = (Jl'J2""'Jr)' we see that JA is unique for A and JA E ~ , since clearly Jl < J2 < "'" < Jr" For A a zero matrix we take JA = Z. Let A be nonzero as above. By a simple inductive arg~nent, a sequence of distinct integers h., ...,hr, i -< h t S m, i S t -< r, can be found such I that Moreover, if r < m, I A will be the minimal only if the remaining conponents satisfy: i i it+ I < it+ 2 < "*" If A is a zero matrix, then we take ~ = A. The matrices ~ will play an essential role in the algorithms for solving linear equations to be presented in this paper. In Chapter 7 of [B!G65] row echelon matrices and row equivalence are discussed for matrices over a field. In what follows these concepts are treated for matrices over an integral domain and some basic results mentioned.
An m by n nonzero matrix B ~ ~(@) is a row echelon (RE) matrix (is in row echelon (RE) form) if there is a sequence of integers i <_ k I < k 2 < • ..< k -< n, for some s: I S s _< m, such that, for s it h i £ i S s, the row B i of B satisfies:
If s < m, the rows Bs+i,...,B m are zero. F~irthermore, B is called a ~educed row echelon (RRE) matrix (is in reduced row echelon (RRE) form) if, in addition, the only nonzero element of col~nn k i is B(i,k i) ~ 0, i -< i -< s. In this case the elements B(i,ki) constitute the diagonal of B. Trivially, a zero matrix in 97~(@) is the case s = 0 and is in RE and RRE form. The sequence K = (kl,... ,ks) , for s > 0, or K = ~, for s = 0, is the row echelon (RE) sequence for the RE matrix B. Consider the matrix 7~ for a nonzero matrix A ~ ~FL(@) with JA = (Jl .... 'Jr ) and I A = (il, ...,im). It can be shown, for i -< k _< r, that the determinants ~(k,j), for i -< j ~ Jk and j = Ju,k < u -< r, are zero, thus proving the following theorem (see [MCM71] ).
Theorem 2.1 For every matrix A s ~(@), ~ is an RRE matrix with RE sequence JA" If A, B s ~ (@), 4 an arbitrary integral domain, then B is row-equivalent to A in ~ (@) if A can be transformed to B by elementary row operations in ~ (@). These operations are: interchanging two rows, multiplying or dividing a row by a nonzero element c s @ , and adding to a row another row multiplied or divided by an element c ~ @ , which is nonzero for division. We note that a row A. of an m by 1 n matrix A E ~(@ ) may be divided by a nonzero c E ~ only if each element satisfies: A(i,J) = c.bj, bj s @ , for i _< j _< n (i.e., each division is "exact").
The term "row echelon" actually pertains to all matrices in ~(~).
We say that a matrix B E ~I (@) is a row echelon (RE) form for a matrix A e "~(~ ) if B is a RE matrix row equivalent to A. Moreover, if B is an ERE matrix, then B is called a reduced row echelon (RRE) form for A. A sequence K ~ ~ is called a row echelon (RE) sequence for a matrix" A ~ ~<~ ), if A has an RE form B E ~<@> with RE sequence K. The following theorem can be shown regarding RE sequences for matrices in ~ (@) (see [MCM71 ] ). Theorem 2.2 If A E 7~($ ) has an RE sequence K, then K = JA" effective and it shows that= ~ = £(A) is row equivalent in ~(@ ) to A. Hence, A is a RRE form for A and, applying Theorem 2.2, JA is the unique RE sequence for A. We will call 7~ the determinantal RRE form for A, for every A ~ ~ (@)TFor A nonzero with JA = (Jl"'''Jr) and I A = (il,...,im) , we define ( il"'''ir ) ~(A) = A Jl'" "'Jr and for A zero we define 6(A) = 0. Thus, if A is nonzero, the diagonal elements ~(i,Ji) , I S i _< r, all equal $(A). This len~a will now be employed in proving the following theorem, which will be employed in the algorithms of Section 7. (ii,.
•. = ,mm). Noting that Lenma 3.1, it follows that Ji -< J~' for 1 <-i <-r.
Hence, if Ji < j.*' for some i, then JA < JA*" Other- £i,' "~ikl A* Jl'" "'Jk" # 0, for i <-k <_ r. This fact will be used in Sections 4 and 5 to bound the n~maber of rejected mappings for A.
The next theorem gives a sufficient condition for the equality of r0(A) and er(A), hence, a sufficient condition for a given induced mapping to be a co~nuting mapping for A. Its proof follows easily if we note that, for A nonzero with JA = (Jl"'''Jr) and which are also rejected mappings ; but every noncon~nuting mapping is a rejected mapping.
Theorem 3.3, therefore, provides a test for detecting rejected mappings for a matrix A and, hence, a sufficient criterion for eliminating all non-comuting mappings for A. This test will be employed in the algorithms of Section 7. By Theorem 3.4, @ is an accepted mapping for A if and only if These two bounds will be employed in Section 7 to obtain by incremental interpolation, when A c ~(GF(p)[xi,
As in Section 4, a bound on the number of rejected evaluation mappings can be obtained. From Section 3 we know that ~a is a rejected evaluation mapping on for A m by n and rank(A) _< m S n. All three use = GF(p), the first and the third applying the method to the solution of linear equations and the second applying it to matrix inversion.
In [B0166] column interchar~es are allowed; but the algorithm employed is essentially that for computing some RRE form for A. In what follows, an algorithm for con~puting the determinantal RRE form ~, and JA and IA, for A e ~(.~r), is presented and a proof of the assertions made concerning this algorithm is outlined. A more detailed proof may be found in [MCM71] . Othemvise, the k th pivot B(k-l)(t,s) ~ 0 is found, where J'k : s is the least integer j: j' < j < n k-I such that B(k-l)(h,j) = 0~for some h: k <_ h <_ ms and t is the least such h. Thus, Jk = (j'l'''" 'j'k-I 'j'k )" 
~_
In this paper Algorithm 6.1 will be applied to -GF(p). An actual i~olementation of this algorithm would, of course, be much more efficient, for this algorithm was designed to aid a theoretical discussion.
Section 7. Solving a System of Linear Equations with Polynomial Coefficients over the Integers
Let A be an m by n nonzero matrix of rank r and let B be an m by q matrix, both in ~ (~ ),for an arbitrary integral domain. Consider the matrix equation AX = B, representing q systems of linear equations with the same coefficient matrix A, one for each column of B. Let C = (A,B) ~ ~(~ ), the augmented system matrix. If the system C is consistent, it has a solution consisting of a particular solution X' ~ ~(Q(~ )) plus any solution X" ~ ~ (Q(4~)) of the homogeneous equation AX = 0, where Q(~ ) is the quotient field of • Since each colt~n of X" is in ~A, the null space of A, we consider a general solution of AX = B to consist in a n by q particular solution matrix X' e 7~(Q(~ )) and a n by n-r null space basis matrix Z' ~ ~ (Q( ~ )) whose columns form a basis for ~A" ~(i,n+j), for h = Ji" i -< i -< r, and Y(h,j) = 1 -< j <-q 0, elsewhere.
We now prove the following theorem. 
31,.
• ,3rl A theorem will now be proved which will be applied in the algorithms of this section. k: i <_ k <_ r such that J~ = Ji' I _~ i < k, and Jk > Jk" Let I _ < h I < h 2 <...< hn_r -< n be the complement to j~,...,j$ with respect to 1,2,...,n. For some J: I _< J <_ n -r, hj = Jk" Let Z (t) and C (t) denote the t th col~ns of Z and C, respectively. 
GF(p), and go to (16).
(2) Otherwise, set r + 0; a ÷ p.
(3) Set a + a-l; if a < 0, the algorithm terminates in failure; otherwise, set C* ÷ Ya(C); if C* is zero, reject ~ and go to (3). a (4) By a recursive application of Algorithm 7.5, compute V = ~, JC*' and IC,.
(5) Set r* ÷ rank(C*); if r* = r, go to (6); if r* > r, go to (7); otherwise, reject ~ and go to (3). a (6) If (Jc,,IC,) < (J,l), go to (7); if (Jc,,IC,) > (J,l), reject ~a and go to (3); otherwise, go to (3); otherwise, go to (8). We note at this point that a maximtm~ computing-time analysis would take into account for the matrix C, for each image C* = Wa(C), and so on, all rejected evaluation mappings as well as the number of accepted evaluation mappings needed. For a large prime p, the probability is small that an evaluation mapping ~a is rejected, since the upper bound v on the number of such mappings, defined following Theorem 5.5, would then be small in relation to p. Consequently, an average computing time will be found for computing ~' JC' and IC; that is, rejected evaluation mappings will be ignored in the analysis. Of course, if p is large, the probability that the algorithm terminates in failure is very small. In steps (2) and (7) the incremental interpolation for n~trices is first initialized, as in Section 5, where W is M (0) and E is E_i. In step (3), a new evaluation mapping ~a is applied. In step (4) the algorithm is applied recursively to this value, ~a(C). In steps (5) and (6), Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are applied to decide whether to accept the new mapping and whether to retain the previously retained ak mappings ~ , 0 _< i < k. If the ~ , I -< i < k, are a i a i found to be rejected, then step (7) re-initializes the interpolation. In step (8) incremental interpolation is applied, as in Section 5, with W = M (k-l), V--N (k), a = sk, E(x) = Ek_l(X), and W r = M (k). In step (9), y can be l, 2, or 3. If y = l, J is not yet known to be JC" If y = 2, J = JC is known; but I = I C
is not yet determined. If Y = 3 both J = JC and I = I C are known.
Step (i0) is executed when two successive interpolants are equal. The matrix Z of Theorem 7.4 is constructed from D = W and JD = J and the product CZ is computed and tested if zero. We note that, if r* < r r = rank(C), then CZ is nonzero, for Z has more than n-r' linearly independent columns. Hence, if CZ is zero, then r* = rank(C) and Theorem 7.4 irsplies that JC = JD = J" The matrix Product can be computed by the method of evaluation mapping. Thus, a bound n on the degrees of the elements of CZ is computed. Then n+l evaluation mappings ~a are applied, the products C'Z* cor~outed by recursively applying the algorithm, and finally the product CZ computed by incremental interpolation. If C and Z are in (GF(p)), then CZ is conputed by taking inner products of the rows of C and the columns of Z.
In steps (11)- (13), J = JC is known and the components of I C are being determined, as the bound of Theorem 5.4, called g here, on the diagonal elements of ~ is being computed.
Step (ii) initializes the quantities e i of Theorem 5.4 to zero.
Step (12) (13) is executed following either step (12) or the interpolation in step (8). Whenever k = deg(E(x)) >_ g in step (13), then the k evaluation mappings retained are sufficient to ensure that lit] = i t . This process is continued until t = r, whereupon it is known that I = I C and that g is the bound on the diagonal elements of ~ in Theorem 5.4. In step (14), the bound =g on the degrees of the non-diagonal elements of C is computed according to Theorem 5.4. In step (15) this bound is applied immediately and then after each interpolation of step (8). Finally, ,,hen in step (15) for Algorithm 7.5 is dominated by step (4), s the recursive application of the algorithm, by step (8), the interpolation step, and by step (I0), the substitution test.
Consider separately the substitution test. If For s = i, step (4) is executed 0(r(nl+l)) times, each being 0(mn).
Step (8) Step (4) We next present an algorithm for computing a general solution to a system of linear equations with polynomial coefficients over the integers. 
I•I:
An m by n' matrix C in ~(I) or in [Xl,...,Xs] ) and an integer n: 1 5. n < n'. C : (A,B) , the augmented matrix of the linear system AX = B, where A is m by n and nonzero and B is m by q, q = n'-n. An explanation of this algorithm now follows. %his algorithm is similar to Algorithm 7.5 in its general form; but there are important differences. For example, in this algorithm no bounds on the number of mod-p mappings sufficient to compute a general solution are computed. Instead, substitution tests are applied in steps (9) and (I0) to determine if a solution has been obtained. Another difference is that Algorithm 7.5 is recursive, whereas this al~orithm is not. In step (2) a prime p will eventually be found such that A* = ~p(A) is nonzero, assuming that the llst is long enough and that Primes p are large. In step (3) the detenminantal RRE form of C*, and JC* and IC, are computed by the Gaussian elimination algorithm for ~I (GF(p)) or by the evaluationinterpolation algorithm for ~(GF(p)[xl,... ,Xs]) • If the' system C is consistent, so is the system C* and C* is consistent if and only if Jc,[r*] _< n. Thus, if Jc,[r*] > n, then the system C is inconsistent. This is the first test applied in step (4) and, if satisfied, the inconsistent system return is taken via step (ii). Thus, only one prime p is required to detect an inconsistent system. For a consistent system C, the first execution of step (4) finds r* > r = 0. Consequently, in step (6) the initialization of Garner's method for matrices is performed, setting W = M(0), the m by n' zero matrix, and h = I, and the qusntitites r, J, and I defined initially. Thereafter, in steps (4) and (5), Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are applied to decide whether to accept the new mod-p mapping CPk and whether to retain the previously accepted mappings CPi' I _< i < k. If the CPi are rejected mappings, step (6) re-initializes Garner's method and redefines r, J, and I. If ¢Pk is accepted, then in step (7) Garner's method for matrices is applied, as described in Section 4, to compute W' = M (k) from M (k-l) = W, N (k) = V, Pk = p' and pl..'Pk_l = h.
In step (8) Note that steps (9) and (I0) require the computation of the matrix products AZ and AY. These may be computed in the following way. Compute a bound on the magnitudes of the integer coefficients of the elements of the matrix product. Using this bound, co~pute an upper bound ~ on the required number of mod-p mappings to obtain a modul~" representation for the product. Then, for ~Z, for example, obtain ~ products A'Z* by the evaluationinterpolation method, described in the discussion of Algorithm 7.5, and construct AZ by Garner's method. This will be referred to as the method of modular/ evaluation mappings for matrix multiplication.
A ntmnber of conclusions can be drawn concerning the behavior of the algorithm, based on the assumption that only large primes are used and that the list of large odd primes is sufficiently long. In step (2), the list ~ will be exhausted or C* will be zero only with small probability. As discussed for Algorithm 7.5, only rarely will C* fall to be computed in step (3). Moreover, the probability is small that r* # r or (Jc.,IC,) ~ (Jc,Ic) in steps (4) and (5). Hence, wAth bAgh probability the null space basis matrix Z for A will be obtained in the first execution of step (9). Similarly, for the particular solution d, Y computed in (10). Thus, since rejected homomorphisms will rarely occur, the behavior of the algorithm is best observed by considering all mod-p mappings to be accepted. Hence, as for Algorithm 7.5, an average computing-time will be obtained for Algorithm 7.7, instead of a maximum cor~0uting time.
Let T represent the average computing time for s Algorithm 7.7 applied to C ~ ~(U(c)), for s = 0, or to C ~ ~(U(C,nl,...,ns)), for s >-I. For all cases s -> 0 it can be shown that the average computing time is dominated by steps (3) and (7) and by the substitution tests of steps (9) needed to obtain a modular representation of ~ is 0(log(rc) r) = 0(r(log rc)). When enough primes have been used to obtain a modular representation of ~, then in step (8) we will have W' = W = ~ and, hence, the determinantal general solution will have been found. So, 0(r(log rc)) is an upper bound on the number of accepted mod-p mappings used.
For the substitution tests we proceed as for Theorem For a consistent system, steps (3) and (7) are thus executed 0(r(log rc)) times, the h th execution of step (7) (~_ir(ni+l))_ . Lh=l~r(iog rc) h + rS+2m, (log rc) (~Sl= l(ni+l)). S (log rc + [i=l(ni+l)) + n 2) = 0(rS+2m'(log rc) (H.Sl=l(ni+l))" ([~:l(ni+l)) + rS+In'(H.~=l(ni+l)). r2(log rc) 2 + rS+2m '(log re) (H.~=l(ni+l))" (log rc + S +
[i=l(ni i)) + n 2) = 0(rS+2mn'(log rc) (H~=l(ni+l)) • (log re + [.~=l(ni+l)) + n2).
For an inconsistent system C, the computing time is dominated by single applications of steps (2) The following theorem has now been proven. The following two corollaries follow directly. Corollary 7.9 If the system matrix C of Theorem 7.8 is consistent and r = rank(A) = m, then the average computir~g time for Algorithm 7.7 is 0(m3n'(log mc) 2 + n2), for s = 0, or 0(mS+3n ' (log me)(~.~=l(ni+l))'(log me + ~.~=l(ni+l)) + n2), if S > I. Corollary 7.10 If, for the system matrix C = (A,B) of Theorem 7.8, r = m and n' = m + i, for a single system of linear equations, or r = m, n' = 2m, and B is the identity matrix, for matrix inversion, then the average computing time for Algorithm 7.7 is 0(m4(log mc)2), for s = 0, or 0(mS+4(log mc) (~=l(ni +l))'(l°gl mc + "lY~:l(ni +I)))' for S ~ i.
If we take r = m and either n' = m + i or n' = 2m for the exact division method mentioned in Section I, the comparable computing time is 0(m5 (log mc)2), for s = O, or O(m2S+5(log mc) 2 (~=l(ni+l))2),for s ~ i. Thus, the superiority of the method of mod-p and evaluation mappings is clear. In particular, for s ~ I, this method replaces m 2s+5 by m s+4 and (log mc).(g~=l(ni+l)) 413 by (log mc +~ ~=l(ni+l)] in the average co~uting time.
Algorithms 7.5 and 7.7 could be easily modified to provide determinant calculation and null space basis generation for matrices in ~ (I) or ~(l[Xl, ...,Xs]). That is, if m = n = n', then both would be done for the square matrix C and, if m # n and n = n', then only the latter would be done for C. It should be pointed out regarding the outouts d, Y, and Z of Algorithm 7.7 that, if rank(A) = m = n < n t, then A is empty and no basis matrix exists. In this case Z has the value 0. Moreover, if the two modifications above were incorporated, then Y would have the value 0, when n = n t, and d would have the value 0, when m # n and n = n'.
